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ABSTRACT

With the development of mobile communication technology and the outbreak of
COVID-19, the much-anticipated online learning has ushered in a new growth peak.
Among them, online language learning, a segmented field of online learning with a
relatively long development, has a vast market scale and is expanding at a high gro-
wth rate. Nowadays, numerous participatory video websites offer high-quality foreign
language online courses. Learners favor these courses because they can use the fra-
gmented time for conducting asynchronous online learning regardless of space and
time. However, foreign language learning has strong interactive and practical chara-
cteristics, while the current websites have insufficient functional support, resulting in
low learner engagement, less sense of gain and unsustainable learning. Therefore, it
is necessary to explore the needs of foreign language learners to design more targe-
ted website features and optimize the asynchronous online learning experience. We
select a typical website (Bilibili) in China and summarize four types of foreign lan-
guage courses on the website according to the teaching method, teaching duration,
teaching content, and interface: lecture course, circumstance course, demonstration
course and resource course. Through behavior analysis, sentiment analysis, and topic
detection, we analyze the danmaku data of each type of course to obtain the lear-
ners’ behavior patterns, text sentiments, and hidden topics effectively. Combining the
course type and data analysis, three learners’ needs are summarized: the learning
need to imitate and follow the teacher, the interactive need for frequent communica-
tion with teachers or study partners, the emotional need for a sense of ritual in class
and the desire for participation and presence. With this as the foundation support, we
propose three directions of targeted interaction design optimization strategies for par-
ticipatory websites. Increase the multimodal interaction function, such as writing and
voice following, and dual channels to help learners imitate language learning. Incre-
ase teacher-student and student-student interaction functions such as voting selection
and optimizing the form of information feedback from teachers and learning partners.
Enhance the ritual of online learning and improve the learning function system of the
website such as designing interactive buttons at the beginning and end of the course,
and visualizing course learning records. It is expected to provide suggestions for deve-
loping and reforming participatory websites to optimize the learning experience of
foreign language asynchronous learning and to provide a scalable perspective for the
optimization of other learning subjects.
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INTRODUCTION

With the development of mobile communication technology and the out-
break of COVID-19, the much-anticipated online learning has ushered in a
new growth peak. Among them, online language learning, a long-developed
segment of online learning, has a considerable market size and is expanding at
a high growth rate. Nowadays, the better development of language learning
is inseparable from the support of network resources and information tech-
nology (Chen, 2019). Asynchronous online learning is one of the main modes
of online learning, which means that the teachers and students are separated
in space and time (Liu, 2020). Students can achieve 4A (Anyone, Anytime,
Anywhere, Anything). They could choose learning content and self-regulate
their learning time and pace according to their life and learning situation
(Liu, 2021).

Today, participatory video websites such as YouTube and Bilibili offer
many online language courses for the public to learn online asynchronously.
Participatory websites (Walther and Jang, 2012) have been an emerging class
of computer-mediated communication (CMC) systems in recent years, which
always present a mix of messages from different sources of authors on the
same page. The ultimate message mixing is online video sites offering a
danmaku system, where the site publishes videos and users contribute dan-
maku to the videos (Qian et al., 2022). However, language learning differs
from other subjects and is more practical, communicative, contextual, and
consolidative, requiring learners to use language for practical use and com-
munication (Nguyen, 2008). Current websites have insufficient functional
support, resulting in low learner engagement, less sense of gain and unsu-
stainable learning. Therefore, it is necessary to explore the needs of foreign
language learners to design more targeted website features and optimize the
asynchronous online learning experience.

The video’s interaction behavior data is an essential basis for learner analy-
sis and demand mining, and danmaku is learners’ primary data in participa-
tory websites. Danmaku originated in Japan as a series of time-synchronized
annotations (TSCs) scrolling across the top of a video, an interaction betw-
een users across time and space, and a channel for them to express their
opinions and attitudes (Bai et al., 2019). Some researchers have seen the
potential of danmaku in online learning. Yao et al. (2017) used information
based on danmaku to improve user engagement and interaction in online
video learning. Leng et al. (2016) studied the effect of danmaku on learning
outcomes based on eye gaze data. However, there is less literature on TSC
analysis of foreign language online courses. This paper aims to explore TSCs
from language courses to analyze the needs of foreign language asynchronous
online learning and propose interaction design strategies that are essential for
optimizing participatory websites.

ANALYSIS PROCESS

Sample Screening of Foreign Language Videos

This paper selects a typical participatory website in China (Bilibili), which
attracts young people to use the platform for entertainment and learning
with its rich video resources and TSC system (Bo, 2020). After looking
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through the videos on the site, we find that English and Japanese courses
make up most of the language courses on the site. Language courses can
be divided into four types: lecture course, circumstances course, demonstra-
tion course and resource course, based on the dimensions of the teaching
method, teaching duration, teaching content, and interface. Table 1 shows the
details.

The lecture course is usually in the form of live replays or screenca-
sts, with the longest average teaching time of any type. Its most signi-
ficant feature is that the teacher often interacts with the learners during
the courses. They ask questions to learners, write with an electronic sty-
lus or type with a keyboard to guide their interaction and synchronized
thinking. The circumstances course is beautifully produced and rich in kno-
wledge presentation, with text, pictures, videos, and real-life conversations
to give learners a sense of presence. Usually, the teacher will be integra-
ted into the courseware through green screen keying to show the learner
the complete knowledge content without simultaneous modifications. The
demonstration course is mainly in speaking, pronunciation, and writing,
with the teacher or a foreign teacher demonstrating the application. Most
of them are live demonstrations with subtitles and annotations. The resource
course is mostly about listening, text reading aloud and animations colle-
cted by the uploader and does not contain any additional explanations or
commentaries. Such resources allow learners to use them freely for pur-
poses such as shadow-following, listening tests, and developing a sense of
language.

Table 1. Type foreign language courses in Bilibili.

Type Average
duration

Teaching
content

Teaching
method

Interface

Lecture
course

More than
40 minutes

vocabulary,
grammar,
pronuncia-
tion

Teach,
display
courseware,
typewrite,
electronic
handwrite

Courseware,
teacher images,
TSCs during live
streaming

Circumstances
course

10–20
minutes

Vocabulary,
grammar,
text, pronu-
nciation,
culture

Teach,
display
courseware

Courseware,
teacher images,
pictures, videos,
animation

Demonstration
course

Less
than 10
minutes

Vocabulary,
pronuncia-
tion,
writing

Demonstrate
pronuncia-
tion or
writing

Teacher images,
subtitles,
pictures

Resource
course

Less
than 15
minutes

Pronunciation,
listening

Play
resources

Various
materials,
subtitles
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TSC Mining Analysis Model

A behavior-sentiment-topic TSC mining analysis model is developed, as
shown in Figure 1. Based on user data, behavior analysis is a statistical
method for analyzing how people behave or act. For danmaku video vie-
wers, sending TSC is essential in watching videos. Their behavior can be
inferred from the relationship between the number of TSCs and time. We
define the timeline as the running time of a video, so the relationship is the
change in the number of comments during the video playback (Bai et al.,
2019). Sentiment analysis is a textual computational process that classifies
the perceived author’s attitude as positive, negative, or neutral (Medhat et al.,
2014). According to official information, the text uses the sentiment tendency
analysis service provided by the Baidu AI Open Platform, which can achieve
an accuracy rate of 95%. Topic detection is an automatic technique for disco-
vering topics in extensive text data (Mottaghinia et al., 2021). LDA is one of
the most popular models (Jelodar et al., 2019), which is a generative pro-
babilistic model for discrete data collections (e.g., text corpora (Blei et al.,
2003)) that can be used to discover a user-specified number of topics shared
by documents in a text corpus.

We select two Japanese and English videos for each category, 16 samples
in total. Numbers 1 to 4 are lecture courses, 5 to 8 are circumstances courses,
9 to 12 are demonstration courses, and 13 to 16 are resource courses. Due to
the linguistic specificity of foreign language TSCs, we separate Chinese text
from other text, and comments containing Chinese and foreign language are
classified as other text. Finally, we obtained 41,742 valid TSCs (as of January
06, 2023).

Figure 1: Behavior-sentiment-topic TSC mining analysis model.

DATA ANALYSIS

Behavior Analytics

Because the video length differs, we unify 60 time points to calculate the
number of Chinese TSCs and foreign language TSCs in each period. The
trend change in Chinese TSCs is shown in Figure 2, and the change in foreign
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Figure 2: Trend change in Chinese TSCs.

Figure 3: Trend change in foreign language TSCs.

language TSCs is shown in Figure 3. The TSCsword frequency analysis is per-
formed in the period with noticeable change, and the corresponding course
content is recorded. The partial result is shown in Table 2.

From Figure 2, Figure 3 and Table 2, we can see that the Chinese TSCs
of all types of courses significantly increase at the beginning and end of the
course. This is because learners like to leave records during these two time
periods. The high-frequency words “ daily attendance” and “second time”
indicate the marks of their learning. The words “thank you” and “88 (bye-
bye in Chinese)” express their gratitude to the teacher and farewell to the
teacher and other learners. This also maps the rituals at the beginning and
end of traditional offline courses to online.

The number and magnitude of fluctuations of Chinese and foreign langu-
age TSCs for lecture and circumstances courses are higher than others because
these two types cover more content and are longer. There are two main rea-
sons for the high amplitude fluctuation of TSCs, and one is that learners like
to use TSCs to respond to the teacher’s questions and requests. For example,
at 1014 seconds of sample 1, the teacher asked, “send a yes if you’re right
or a no if you’re wrong.” At 694.2 seconds of sample 5, the teacher said,
“If you understand, please type it on the public screen.” Such leading que-
stions and requests can trigger many learners to send TSCs for interaction.
Another reason is that learners imitate the teacher’s demonstration or repeat
the material’s content. For example, when the teacher demonstrates vowel
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Table 2. Partial result of TSCs high-frequency words and course content.

Number Language Time(s) High Frequency
Words

Video content

1 English 1014 Yes, I, kiss Judgment questions, the
teacher said, “send a yes if you
are right or a no if you are
wrong”

Chinese 3354 88, goodbye, fighting Teacher concludes and says
goodbye to students

2 Japanese 4095 Nihongo, no,
hon

The teacher explained
Japanese grammar, using the
example of “Nihongo no
Hon”.

Chinese 105 For, coming,
Daily
attendance

The teacher says the opening
speech and introduces the
course content

5 English 694.2 Ok, simple,
get it

After the teacher finished the
summary, he said, “If you
understand please type it on
the public screen”

10 English 99.45 Ei, ok, gay Teacher demonstrates reading
aloud the vowel “ei”

Chinese 345.15 Thank you,
teacher,
excellent

Teacher summary of the lesson

13 English 111.3 Allergy,
similar, it

Listening Play: “it was similar
to my childhood allergy.”

Figure 4: Average percentage of sentiment value.

pronunciation in sample 10 and the listening answers are shown in sam-
ple 13, learners send the same TSCs as the lesson content. Learners would
translate their phonological knowledge into textual TSCs sent in the pra-
gmatic course to practical knowledge. From this, we can find that guided
interaction and imitative application of knowledge are critical behaviors of
learners.

Sentiment Analytics

sentiment values were calculated for each Chinese TSC text on a scale of
positive (2 points), neutral (1 point), and negative (0 points). Figure 4 shows
the average percentage of sentiment types. Figure 5 shows the trend of the
sentiment values.
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Figure 5: Trend of the sentiment values.

As shown in Figure 4, the sentiments are primarily positive or at least neu-
tral, and the negative sentiment is below 20%, which indicates that most
learners feel good. However, some students still have difficulties with the
course content. The trend of sentiment change is roughly the same for all
four types of courses. The sentiment is initially relatively high due to learners’
excitement about the new study. Over time, they quickly became frustrated
by the difficulty of the content and the reduction in their attention span. In
the middle of the course, their mood fluctuated, most often due to the teacher
asking questions for interaction or interesting topics in the class. Towards the
end of the period, the value rose significantly because the learners felt sati-
sfied that they were about to complete the course. The decreasing trend of
lecture courses is most significant because of the longer duration and more
content, which burdens students more. Demonstration and resource courses
have fewer types of knowledge and are shorter in time, so the magnitude of
affective change is smoother than other types.

Topic Detection

We use the LDA implementation in the Gensim Topic Model tool library and
sets the number of topics K = 2, K = 3, K = 4,..., K = 8. The experimental
results show that the clustering results are good when the number of topics is
set to 4 (hyperparameters α = 0.25, β = 0.25). As shown in Table 3, there is
enough differentiation among the topics, and the topic words can fully reflect
the semantics of the topics.

The topic of sign-in shows that learners are not only leaving their lear-
ning marks but also greeting other learners watching with words such as
“10 people” and “hello.” The topic of expressing learning feelings shows
that learners use TSCs to keep track of their feelings while learning, whe-
ther positive or negative. In expressing emotion, the TSCs of learner-teacher
interaction are mostly positive, and the whole online learning atmosph-
ere is good. The highest percentage of topics is the discussion of course
knowledge. For language learning, learners focus on “pronunciation”, “into-
nation” and “grammar.” They are highly motivated to discuss language
knowledge with teachers and other learners, answer questions initiated by
teachers in the videos, and take the initiative to correct mistakes for other
viewers.
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Table 3. TSC content features classification.

Topic Percentage Example of topic words Example of TSCs

Sign 25.96% Daily attendance, time,
hello, 10 people, 2021

First day of daily
attendance
2021/3/29

Express the
feeling of
learning

19.12% Can’t understand,
difficult, 1.5x speed,
simple, got it

It’s all simple sentences

Don’t understand the
meaning at all

Express the
emotion

25.08% Ha-ha, smile, awesome,
thank you, like

Ha-ha, the teacher is so
affable
Thank you, teacher

Discuss
course
knowledge

29.83% Pronunciation,
Intonation, grammar,
words, listen

The tenth vowel is
pronounced without the
force of the lips
Not sore, the word has no
verb

DESIGN STRATEGY

Combining the course type and data analysis, three learners’ needs are sum-
marized: the learning need to imitate and follow the teacher, the interactive
need for frequent communication with teachers or study partners, the emo-
tional need for a sense of ritual in class and the desire for participation and
presence. With this as the foundation support, we propose three directions
of optimization strategy.

Increase Multimodal Interaction Function

According toHarmer (2008), humanmemory is divided into short-term,wor-
king, and long-term memory. The ultimate goal of the learner’s imitation of
language is to transform knowledge from short-term to long-term memory.
Multimodal learning that uses different senses such as vision, auditory and
haptic to integrate information and absorb knowledge is increasingly emph-
asized (Gilakjani et al., 2011). Nowadays, multi-touch and other haptic
technologies such as keyboard input, gesture operation and electronic han-
dwriting have been widely used (Lin and Song, 2010). Notably, numerous
cognitive psychological and neurological studies (Grabowski, 2007) have
shown that handwriting can help encode information better and help lear-
ners with content recollection and recall (Glenberg and Robertson, 1999).
When a teacher explains words or phrases, the platform can provide haptic
interaction features to enhance memory. In addition to the existing keyboard
typing, a touch screen handwriting area can be added to convert written text
into TSCs or notes.

In a conventional classroom, the teacher would ask students to follow
along as they demonstrate reading aloud, which combines “listening” and
“reading.” The information is input by the auditory organ and output by the
oral articulatory organ, and this process fully engages multiple senses and
objectively improves learners’ memory of foreign speech (Tergujeff, 2012).
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Experts have discovered that after following and imitating ten standard recor-
dings, students’ pronunciation and phonetic intonation can vastly improve, as
can their ability to recognize sounds (Ji, 2008). In demonstration and resou-
rce courses, the platform can configure shortcut buttons to allow students to
independently select which segments to repeat and how many times to repeat
them to follow along. The voice can also be converted to TSCs.

Increase the Interaction Function of Teacher-Student and
Student-Student

In the asynchronous online learning, the interaction between learners and
teachers is inter-temporal but this behavior can increase learners’ sense of
presence and participation. For long courses like lecture courses, exercises
or votes could be inserted in the critical content to guide learners to post
their understanding actively. When many TSCs with the same perspective
as theirs fly by, students experience a strong sense of satisfaction and even
elation (Guo, 2021). This can also alleviate the emotional decline and inat-
tentiveness of learners due to long hours of study. At the same time, these
interactive data can also help producers understand the effectiveness of lear-
ners’ learning. The error rate of the exercises and the ranking of the votes can
help teachers determine the acceptance and difficulty of the teaching content.
Learners can communicate with each other simultaneously, and the current
site only shows the number of people watching simultaneously. It is possible
to further differentiate the style of TSCs sent by learners watching at the same
time so that learners are more aware of their peers’ presence. Alternatively,
temporary anonymous voice chat rooms can be set up to give learners a
space to use the language in a practical way and communicate with each
other.

Enhance the Ritual of Online Learning

The interactive features of the ritual increase the motivation and focus of the
learner. The platform can design quick TSC buttons, such as “daily attenda-
nce” at the beginning and “thank you, teacher” at the end of the course. The
website could formally build a learning management system, such as adding
record classification to visualize learning progress. Especially for demonstra-
tion and resource courses that need to be watched repeatedly, it displays the
number of times the learner has protected them, aiding learning planning
while satisfying the learner’s sense of accomplishment.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we summarized four types of foreign language courses in Bilibili
based on the dimensions of teaching method, teaching duration, teaching
content and interface. Then a behavior-sentiment-topic analysis model was
established and applied to analyze the TSC data of the language learning
courses. We drew three needs of learners in asynchronous online learning
of foreign languages, thus further proposing three directions of interaction
design optimization strategy. This paper enriches the gap between TSC
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analysis and online language courses and advances the development of asy-
nchronous online learning of languages. In the future, driven by technological
developments, the online platform will have more special interactive featu-
res for languages and other subjects, giving learners more autonomy and
flexibility for asynchronous online learning.
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